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The Beauty and the Beast Activity Pack was created by Lyceum Creative Learning in 
order to enhance the overall learning experience of going to see the Christmas Show 
at the Lyceum. The pack has been specifically designed for Primary School age groups, 
although teachers should select the activities most appropriate to their class. The 
exercises are intended as a resource for teachers to use in the classroom and pages  
can be photocopied for educational use.

We hope you find the pack useful. We are always keen to receive feedback about the 
work we produce in order to keep the high standards you would expect from the Lyceum.

If there is something that you would like us to include in future Activity Packs, please 
let us know by emailing Catherine Campbell, Creative Learning Administrator at 
ccampbell@lyceum.org.uk or call 0131 248 4834.

ACTIVITY PACk & Curriculum for Excellence

Curriculum for Excellence 
“ Pupils’ learning in, through and about the expressive arts is enhanced and enriched 
through partnerships with professional arts companies, creative adults and cultural 
organisations.”
CfE Expressive Arts Outcomes

The Primary School drama workshops and the activity pack were developed to 
support your work on the Curriculum for Excellence Expressive Arts Experiences 
and Outcomes in particular.

The drama workshops and activity pack include activities to meet many of 
the first and second stages of the drama outcomes:
• Movement   • Improvisation
• Expression  • Sharing ideas
• Voice work  • Presentation
• Communication • Evaluation

The activity pack includes cross-curricular learning activities:

• Expressive Arts • Languages
 - Art and Design    - English
 - Drama 

In conjunction with the theatre trip, the whole experience should contribute to 
the overarching Experiences and Outcomes for the Expressive Arts at individual, 
class and school level and contribute to the Four Capacities.
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BeAuTY & The BeAST: The Characters

Crackjaw
An evil witch, Crackjaw imprisons the Beast and  
makes Dunt do her evil bidding so she can fulfil her 
cruel ambition of turning all the children in the 
world into beasts.

Angela Clerkin, who plays Crackjaw, tells us  
her favourite thing about playing the witch: 

“I love dressing up and I love my costume 
and wig. Plus I get to say mean things!”

The Beast
Fierce and scary on the outside, really  
all the Beast wants is companionship.  
But can anyone see past his terrifying  
looks to become his friend?

Andrew Rothney, who plays the Beast,  
tells us his favourite thing about playing  
his character: 

“Being a huge Beast! That’s great fun.”
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BeAuTY & The BeAST: The Characters

Beauty
An innocent and kind girl, Beauty is embarrassed by her  
name and only wants to work hard and help her father. 
However, when she meets the Beast her loyalty is really 
put to the test.

Ruth Milne, who plays Beauty, tells us her favourite 
thing about Christmas:  

“Leaving out a carrot for Rudolf  and whisky for Santa, 
then waking up in the morning to find it gone!”

Dunt
Dunt the Goblin hates children and Billy the Dog. 
But is he really as cruel as he seems to be?

Mark McDonnell, who plays Dunt, tells us how 
he’s like his character: 

“I have goblin feet!” 
And his favourite thing about Christmas?  

“Eating Christmas snakes and  
Yuletide frogs!”
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BeAuTY & The BeAST: The Characters

Father
Originally a rich merchant, Beauty’s father lost all of his  
money when his ships sank. Now he’d do anything to make  
his daughters happy again.

Lewis Howden, who plays Father, tells us how  
he’s like his character: 

“Hopefully I am a wee bit like my character in that  
I really love my own daughter, more than anything.  
I think she is a beauty too, with a beautiful heart.”

Hazel & Hannah
Hazel and Hannah are Beauty’s mean  
sisters. They care about nothing except  
pretty dresses, money and getting married  
to rich men.

Nicola Roy tells us her favourite thing  
about playing Hannah: 

“Getting to be horrible to Beauty, and 
beating up the dog when I’m offstage  
in Act 2!” 
Karen Traynor tells us her favourite thing 
about playing Hazel: 

“Getting to fall in a barrow full of  cows’  
number twos!”
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Billy the Dog
Billy is Martin’s loyal friend, and helps Beauty in her time  
of need. The only person he doesn’t like is poor Dunt!

Malcolm Shields, who plays Billy, tells us his favourite  
thing about Christmas: 

“A big pile of  bones under the Christmas tree.” 
And is he like his character? 

“Yes, because I have hair coming out of  my ears.”

BeAuTY & The BeAST: The Characters

Martin
Brave Martin lives in the forest and dreams of travelling and 
exploring the world. But are his dreams ruined when he is 
captured by Crackjaw? 

Andrew Rothney, who plays Martin, says: 
“I’m quite like Martin. I like to show off  sometimes,  
but I also like being nice to people.”

Banshee and Crabhook
Crackjaw’s fellow witches, together 
the terrible trio have the power to fly 
around the earth, turning all children 
into beasts.

Nicola Roy, who plays Crabhook, tells 
us her favourite thing about Christmas:  

“Mistletoe – because I get to pounce  
on boys!”
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Danny the Face &  
Tommy the Trick
Two hardened criminals,  
this devious pair pretend to 
be rich lords in order to convince  
Hazel and Hannah to marry them,  
then run away with all their money.

Lord Bunkum & Lord Poultice
Two fop lords who marry Hazel  
and Hannah. But are they all they 
appear to be?

BeAuTY & The BeAST: The Characters
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The STorY of Beauty & the Beast
SpoiLeR ALeRT! Teachers, if your class has not yet seen the show you may wish to use 
this exercise after they have seen the performance.

Act One
Scene 1
Crackjaw the witch plots to break free on Hallowe’en from the magic well where she is 
imprisoned and use her magic to fulfil her one purpose in life, to be cruel to children.

Scene 2
We meet Dunt the goblin, who is excitable and a little daft, he sees the magic well in 
Beauty’s garden and tries to put a fairy stone on top of it so Crackjaw can’t escape.

We meet Martin, a boy who lives in the forest with his dog Billy. Martin meets Beauty and 
we learn that her father was very rich, but lost all his money when his ships were lost in 
a storm. Beauty hands her father a letter.

Beauty’s two sisters, Hannah and Hazel, are very spoilt and bully her. When they see 
their father giving Beauty a shilling they take it from her and run away. Beauty and 
Martin start talking and become friends.

Beauty’s father reads the letter and it turns out that his ships have reached the port and 
that he is rich again. He leaves and Hannah and Hazel make him promise to bring back 
expensive clothes and jewellery. He asks Beauty what she wants and she asks only for a 
simple rose. 

Scene 3
Hallowe’en night. Dunt asks Beauty to help keep Crackjaw in the well. Martin arrives 
with Billy and Dunt leaves and makes them promise that they will not remove the stone. 
Crackjaw tricks them so they remove the stone and she escapes. She makes Dunt her 
servant and takes Martin to her palace, where she turns him into a Beast.

Scene 4 
Night, a storm is breaking. Beauty’s father is lost in the woods after being robbed of 
all his riches. He comes to the palace where Dunt tells him that he may have food and 
shelter but must not touch anything. However, Father sees a rose, and remembering 
his promise to bring one back to Beauty, he takes it. Suddenly the Beast enters and says 
that he must stay as a prisoner, unless one of his daughters will take his place. Beauty’s 
father leaves in order to see his daughters one last time, knowing he must return.

continued... 
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The STorY of Beauty & the Beast
Scene 5
Beauty’s father returns home and tells his daughters what has happened. Beauty offers 
to go in his place, but he refuses. As he is talking to Hazel and Hannah, Beauty slips away 
and rides to the palace. 

Scene 6
Beauty arrives at the palace, where she meets the Beast. He tells her that every evening 
she will be served food and he asks if he may watch her eat. He tells her he wants her 
to be happy and Beauty sees that although he looks frightening he is kind. Billy the dog 
arrives, having followed Beauty, which pleases Beauty and terrifies Dunt.

The Beast gives Beauty a magic mirror in which she can see anything that she wishes. 
She wishes to see her family, and sees her father searching for her. She also sees Hazel 
and Hannah who are delighted that she has gone.

Beauty has dinner with the Beast and they talk, she asks how he came to be like this and 
he says that he is forbidden to say. He then asks if she will marry him, and she refuses.

Crackjaw is delighted to see the Beast falling in love with Beauty because if Beauty 
breaks his heart Crackjaw will become all powerful.

Act Two
Scene 1
Dunt tells Crackjaw that the Beast has asked Beauty to marry him every night for three 
months, and every time Beauty says no. He also tells Crackjaw that every day Beauty 
looks in the mirror and sees her father getting sicker and sicker because he is so upset 
that she has gone.

The Beast comes to find Beauty and gives her an expensive necklace. Beauty tells the 
Beast that her father is very sick and asks if she can leave just for a day to see him. The 
Beast agrees as long as she promises to come back after one day. He gives her a magic 
ring to take her home, she promises to return.

Scene 2 
Beauty arrives home and, by just seeing her, Father becomes much better. He is 
impressed by how good she looks in the expensive clothes that the Beast has given her. 
Hazel and Hannah arrive with their husbands who they’ve brought to meet their father. 
They are dressed in grand outfits and introduce their husbands Lord Poultice and Lord 
Bunkum. They do not recognise Beauty in her new clothes at first but when they realise 
who she is they begin bullying her. 

continued... 
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The STorY of Beauty & the Beast
Meanwhile we find out that Hazel’s and Hannah’s husbands are not Lords, but are in 
fact two thieves called Tommy the Trick and Danny the Face, who pretended to marry 
the sisters because they thought they were rich. When they discover Hazel and Hannah 
are poor they run off. To make themselves feel better the sisters decide to make Beauty 
stay longer than a day so that when she goes back to the Beast she will be eaten. They 
pretend that they are really sorry and that they need more than a day to make it up to 
Beauty. She reluctantly decides to stay a few more days. 

Scene 3
Back in the palace the Beast’s heart is breaking. Crackjaw decides that this is the time 
to cast her magic spell. She summons her sisters Banshee and Crabhook to cast The 
Spell of the Beast over all the children in the world, turning them into beasts. Dunt tries 
to stop Crackjaw and she turns him into a dog. 

Scene 4
Still at her father’s house, Beauty has a dream that the Beast’s heart is breaking. She 
tells her father that she has to go back. As she is about to leave, Hazel and Hannah grab 
her and tell Beauty that they only wanted her to stay so the Beast would eat her. Beauty 
finally stands up for herself and makes Hannah and Hazel realise how horrible they are.

Scene 5
Beauty is lost in the forest, and is starting to think that she will never find the palace 
when she finds Billy, who takes her there.

Scene 6
The witches’ spell is working. Beauty arrives and finds the Beast near death.  
Beauty tells the Beast that she loves him, and all of a sudden, by magic, the palace  
is transformed into Beauty’s father’s house, and the Beast is changed back to Martin. 
Crackjaw appears and she is drawn to the well. Dunt, Beauty and Martin chant a spell  
so that she gets sucked into the well forever.

Hannah and Hazel enter, their father is teaching them to be as good as Beauty, and they 
are miserable. Dunt, free from Crackjaw goes to the Great Forest where he was born, 
and Martin and Beauty decide to explore the world with Billy.

The End
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QuIz: What Can You Remember from the Story?
1 What night of the year did Crackjaw escape?

2 What is the name of Martin’s dog?

3 How did Beauty’s father become poor?

4 What does Beauty ask her father to bring her back?

5 What is Dunt frightened of?

6 What question does the Beast ask Beauty every day?

7 How does Beauty go back to visit her father when he is sick?

8 What are the names of Hannah’s and Hazel’s husbands?

9 And what are they really called?

10 Where does Crackjaw end up at the end of the play?
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DeSIgN ACTIVITY: Costumes

Activity 
For p1 – p4 

Ask the class to colour in the costume designs from the templates provided in the 
following pages. Ask them to label each picture with their own ideas for the different 
materials that the costumes could be made of, for example, shiny or fuzzy material. 

For p4 and above 

Ask the class to design their own costumes for three different characters from the play. 

Teacher’s Note
expressive Arts: Art and Design outcomes
You could assign each person in the class a different character to design for. 
You could set the show in 2011 and change the costumes to fit a contemporary  
time period.
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DeSIgN ACTIVITY: Costumes

Beauty and the Beast
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DeSIgN ACTIVITY: Costumes

Dunt and Crackjaw
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DeSIgN ACTIVITY: Costumes

Hazel and Hannah
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ArT AND DeSIgN ACTIVITY: The Magic Mirror 
In the Beast’s palace Beauty reads from a magic book made especially for her, watches 
her father in the magic mirror, travels using the magic ring, dances to magical music 
and is fed marvellous food from a magic table. If you were in the Beast’s palace which 
magical items would you like to use or play with? Write about your idea and draw a 
picture inside the mirror.
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LANguAge ACTIVITY: Word Jumble
Un-jumble the words below to make creepy characters and words from  
Beauty and the Beast.

1 kacrwajc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

2 awlnehloe _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

3 ebsaneh _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

4 orbackoh _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

5 nudt het ligbon _ _ _ _   _ _ _    _ _ _ _ _ _    

LANguAge ACTIVITY: Match the Friends
Although many of the characters in Beauty and the Beast are friends, some 
pairs stand out. Match the friends below by drawing a line between the pairs. 
You can use the story on pages 9-11 to help you.

Answers can be found on page 24.

Hazel Lord Bunkum 

Martin Crabhook

Lord poultice Hannah 

Beauty Billy the Dog 

Banshee Father
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LANguAge ACTIVITY: Word Search

L o R D p o U L T i C e

o A W T i J D o A G R p

R D U N G B A R R o W H

D S M N R e S o R D G V

B H A Z e L Y R o e N T

U   D Q e U J i C K H M S

N H B p e M T Z i T L A

K A R X C K A X F Y G e

U N H i W N A R B L L B

M N G L C M i F T L H e

F A T H e R o e F i U H

M H C S Y T U A e B N T

Magic Mirror

Father

Billy the Dog

Beauty

Dung barrow

Hazel

Lord Bunkum

Hannah

Lord poultice

Martin

The Beast

Rose
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CreATIVe WrITINg ACTIVITY:  Diary  
Ask the class to pick a character, either Beauty, the Beast or Billy the Dog.

Ask them to imagine how their character felt on their first day in the castle, how they  
felt three months into their stay and then on the night that they were set free.

Ask them, as their character, to write a diary entry for each period of time.

This activity can be extended by introducing other characters – for example Hazel and 
Hannah when they find out that their father has become poor, when they meet their 
husbands and then when Beauty sticks up for herself; or Dunt in the castle over the 
same time frame.

Teacher’s Note
Language: Literacy and english outcomes

This exercise is designed to enable learners to create texts combining words, 
images and other features.
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DrAmA ACTIVITY: Master and Servant 
In Beauty and the Beast the evil witch Crackjaw controls Dunt the goblin, against  
his wishes. 

Get the class to think about Crackjaw’s and Dunt’s relationship, with Dunt being 
Crackjaw’s servant. Ask the class to split into pairs, and to label themselves A and B. 
Tell the As that they will be Crackjaw and the Bs that they will be Dunt.

The Crackjaws can make the Dunts do whatever they like (within reason!) for example 
they may order their Dunts to do 10 star jumps, or make a silly face or pretend to kiss 
their feet. Really encourage them to have fun with this.

After a minute or so, let the pairs swap, so the Bs become Crackjaws and the As 
become Dunts.

When all pairs have had a shot in each role, ask the class to talk about what it was 
like to be the master (Crackjaw) and the servant (Dunt). Which did they prefer? How 
did it feel to be made to do something that they didn’t want to do? What have they 
learnt from this exercise?
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DrAmA ACTIVITY: Bullies 
In Beauty and the Beast Hannah and Hazel bully Beauty, but they get their comeuppance 
in the end by having to work on the farm, while Beauty goes off on an adventure with 
Martin and Billy.

Ask the class if they think that this is fair.

Use the idea of bullies getting what they deserve as a stimulus. Split the class into small 
groups and get them to either create a short scene or three tableaux (frozen images) 
showing the beginning, middle and end of their story.

If you choose to use tableaux, you can ‘thought-track’ them by tapping each participant 
on the shoulder while they are frozen and getting them to say what their character is 
thinking or would say. If they are not playing a person, then get them to make the noise 
of the thing that they are being.

Afterwards discuss what the class has seen.

Teacher’s Note
expressive Arts: Drama outcomes

These exercises are designed to enable children to develop confidence and  
skills in creating and presenting drama which explores imaginary situations,  
using improvisation.

They enable children to express and present their ideas through drama using  
the story, themes and characters of Beauty and the Beast.
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DrAmA ACTIVITY: The Beast 
Ask the class to think about Martin’s transformation into the Beast.

Ask them to explore the different physical forms of a human and a Beast, for example 
how might a Beast walk or run? In the play we learn that the Beast cannot eat or drink 
like a human, so how would he eat and drink?

Get the class to move around the room as if they are Beasts, tell them that there is no 
right or wrong way to do this, and to have fun with it. How would a Beast interact with 
another Beast?

Now get the class to walk around the room as Martin, encourage the participants to 
smile and wave to others as they pass when they are walking around the room. When 
you clap your hands, they must then transform into Beasts. You can suggest that the 
transformation is not immediate, so the difference in physicality is really evident. Do they 
think Martin’s transformation was painful? Was he scared or did he not realise what was 
going on? Make sure that you see these choices in their movements.

If appropriate, you can split the class in half, so that one half watches the other half 
transform and vice versa. Discuss with them what works and why.

Teacher’s Note
expressive Arts: Drama outcomes

This exercise is designed to enable children to develop movement and improvisation 
skills. By responding to imaginary situations, children will express their thoughts 
and feelings physically.
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Creepy word jumble answers: 1 crackjaw 2 halloween 3 banshee 4 crabhook 5 dunt the goblin
Match the Friends answers:  Hazel and Hannah, Martin and Billy the Dog, Lord Poultice and Lord Bunkum, 
Beauty and Father, Banshee and Crabhook
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